For a recollement (A, B, C) of abelian categories, we show that torsion pairs in A and C can induce torsion pairs in B; and the converse holds true under certain conditions.
(3) All the natural transformations i * i * / / 1 A , 1 A / / i ! i * , 1 C / / j * j ! and j * j * / / 1 C are natural isomorphisms.
(4) For any B ∈ B, there exist exact sequences
in B with A, A ′ ∈ A.
(5) There exists an exact sequence of natural transformations (1) Hom A (X , Y) = 0; that is, Hom A (X, Y ) = 0 for any X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y.
(2) For any object M ∈ A, there exists an exact sequence
in A with X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y.
Let (X , Y) be a torsion pair in an abelian category A. Then we have
(1) X is closed under extensions, quotient objects and coproducts.
(2) Y is closed under extensions, subobjects and products.
Moreover (1) (X , Y) is called tilting (resp. cotilting) if any object in A is isomorphic to a subobject of an object in X (resp. a quotient object of an object in Y).
(2) (X , Y) is called hereditary (resp. cohereditary) if X is closed under subobjects (resp. Y is closed under quotient objects).
Torsion Pairs in a Recollement
In this section, assume that (A, B, C) is a recollement of abelian categories:
We begin with the following Lemma 3.1. For any B ∈ B, we have (1) If i * is exact, then there exists an exact sequence 
By Lemma 2.2(6), we have i 
is cohereditary (resp. hereditary).
are tilting (resp. cotilting), and if i ! and j ! (resp. i * and j * ) are exact, then (X , Y) is tilting (resp. cotilting).
Proof.
(1) Let X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y. Applying the functor Hom B (−, Y ) to the following exact sequence
By assumption, (X ′ , Y ′ ) and (X ′′ , Y ′′ ) are torsion pairs in A and C respectively. Because i
It follows that Hom B (X, Y ) = 0 and Hom B (X , Y) = 0.
Let B ∈ B. There exists an exact sequence
is a torsion pair in C, there exists an exact sequence
is exact and we have the following pullback diagram
Then we get the following pullback diagram
where the exactness of the middle column follows from Lemma 2.2(4). Now we get the following pushout
To get the assertion, it suffices to show X ∈ X and Y ∈ Y.
Since i * j ! = 0 and i * is right exact by Lemma 2.2(1)(2), we have i * (Im ǫ M ) = 0. Since i * is right exact by Lemma 2.2(2), applying the functor i * to the leftmost column in the diagram (3.3) yields i
On the other hand, note that j * is exact (by Lemma 2.2(2)) and Im i * = Ker j * .
So, applying the functor j * to the bottom row in the diagram (3.1), we have j
furthermore, we have j * (X) ∼ = j * (M ) (by applying j * to the middle row in the diagram (3.3)) ∼ = j * (K) (by applying j * to the leftmost column in diagram (3.2)) ∼ = j * j * (X ′′ ) (by applying j * to the leftmost column in the diagram (3.1))
It implies X ∈ X .
that i ! (Im j * (h)) = 0 and i
(2) It is trivial that i
we have i * (X ′ ) ∈ X , and hence 
Since (X ′′ , Y ′′ ) is tilting and j * (B) ∈ C, there exists a monomorphism 0 / / j * (B) / / X ′′ in C with X ′′ ∈ X ′′ . Since j ! is exact by assumption, we get the following exact sequence
Then we get the following pushout diagram
On the other hand, since (X ′ , Y ′ ) is tilting and i ! (B) ∈ A, there exists a monomorphism 0
Since i * is exact by Lemma 2.2(2), we get the following exact sequence
Since j * is exact (by Lemma 2.2(2)) and Im i * = Ker j * , we have
(by applying j * to the middle column in the diagram (3.8)) ∼ = j * (U ) (by applying j * to the middle row in diagram (3.6)) ∼ = j * j ! (X ′′ ) (by applying j * to the middle row in the diagram (3.5))
Since i ! is exact by assumption, we have i * j * = 0 by Lemma 2.2(6). So, applying i * to the middle row in the diagram (3.7) yields that i
applying i * to the middle row in the diagram (3.8) yields that i
Notice that X ′ is closed under quotient objects, so i * (X) ∈ X ′ , and hence X ∈ X . Thus we conclude that (X , Y) is tilting.
Dually, we get the assertion for the cotilting case.
in B. For any Y ∈ Y, applying the functor Hom B (−, Y ) to the above exact sequence, we get an exact
By (1) and (2), (i * (X ), i ! (Y)) and (j * (X ), j * (Y)) are torsion pairs in A and C respectively. So we have
and hence Hom B (B, Y ) = 0 and B ∈ ⊥0 Y = X . It follows that {B ∈ B | i * (B) ∈ i * (X ) and j
Finally, we give an example to illustrate the obtained results.
For an algebra A, we use mod A to denote the category of finitely generated left A-modules. Let 
with the relation βα − δγ. The Auslander-Reiten quiver of Λ is
? ?
By [20, Example 2.12], we have that
is a recollement of abelian categories, where Y, it follows from Theorem 3.5(2) that (j * (X ), j * (Y)) = (add(S(2) ⊕ P (1) ⊕ S(1)), add S (2)) is not a torsion pair in mod A.
